**Weekly Virtual Science Meetings**

**Wednesdays, 8-9am** | Every first three weeks of the month

Want to learn about science updates from CAN researchers? Join us virtually to stay in the science loop and foster connections. ALL are welcome!

**Upcoming in October:**
- 10/4/23 - Jessie Fu: Grant/project idea
- 10/11/23 - To be determined
- 10/18/23 - Dan Foster
- 10/25/23 - No Science meeting (Executive Meeting)

---

**Heart Activity Series Talk** 9am | Institute for Mind and Brain

Dr. Bridgette Kelleher, Associate Professor in the Department of Psychological Sciences at Purdue University, will discuss translating heart-rate defined sustained attention metrics for broader clinical applications.

**Buddy Walk - Lowcountry** 12-4pm | Daniel Island, SC

October is Down Syndrome Awareness Month! Support Down syndrome at the annual Buddy Walk, a nationwide program to raise funds for individuals with Down syndrome. Featuring bouncy castles, crafts, live music, and more. Contact can@sc.edu to table!

**External Speaker Series - Virtual** 1-2 pm

Dr. Susan White, Psychology Professor at the University of Alabama, Dodridge Saxon Chair-holder, and Director for Center for Youth Development and Intervention, will be holding a virtual seminar and small group discussions.

**Lunch with a PI**

The CAN Trainee Committee is hosting a lunch with a PI, in which two Principal Investigators (PIs) will chat with and answer questions from trainees over lunch.

**CAN Holiday Party**

Join us for the annual CAN Holiday Party! Enjoy dinner and the opportunity to connect with members at the end of the year. ALL members welcome!

---

Download the CAN Calendar:
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/0f01a5502d964c2be076774f11570c9@sc.edu/6e8a7693fef4466c6a6c15cc9d26fe676146745958948974/calendar.ics